


Christopher Fox Natural Science

[1] für Johannes Kepler (2007) 14.15

[2] BLANK (2002) 11.12

Trümmermusik: A Berlin Diary 1947 (1993) (14.39)

[3] I. First light in Lichterfelde 1.46

[4] II. Kurfürstendamm 2.04

[5] III. In the U-Bahn 1.18

[6] IV. The weather is wonderful 5.49

[7] V. To the Brandenburger Tor 2.40

[8] VI. Night train to Helmstedt 0.51

[9] Generic Composition #8 (2001) 9.05

[10] Natural Science (2010) 7.37

[11] Sol-Fa Canon for Aldo Clementi (2009) 0.59

Total CD duration including pauses: 58.42
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Elisabeth Smalt, viola (tracks 1,2,3-7, 10)

Bob Gilmore, keyboard (tracks 1,2,4,6,8,11); voice (track 10)

With Scott Mc Laughlin, electric guitar (track 9)



This CD had its origins on an autumn morning in 2008, roughly an hour before a

concert Trio Scordatura gave at the TRANSIT Festival in Leuven, Belgium. We premiered four

pieces in that concert (which began at 11am – the horror!), including Christopher Fox’s für

Johannes Kepler. For some years I had been an admirer of Fox’s musical imagination, of the

way he can make a piece take off from the most unlikely starting points, no matter how

quirky or apparently unpromising. I dreamt of recording a portrait CD that would explore a

particular cross-section of his large catalogue, one that would match the special emphasis of

my programming for Trio Scordatura: pieces that make integral compositional use of tunings

other than normal twelve-note equal temperament.

Für Johannes Kepler is a nice example. Fox discovered that Kepler’s famous calculations of

the musical intervals produced by the planets in their orbits (if only one could hear them) are

not as thorough as they might be and that the musical intervals implied by these calculations

were quite different, and much stranger, than Kepler suggested. In für Johannes Kepler the

MIDI keyboard is tuned around this set of interplanetary intervals, and forms a quasi-celestial,

non-human, aural presence. The human voice and viola tune somewhat differently, in sixth-

tone inflections of a twelve-note tempered scale: symbolically, they cannot match the

perfection of God’s harmonious handiwork as represented by the keyboard.

The earlier Trümmermusik was not originally a microtonal piece but has had a sort of

intonational makeover in our hands, with the injection of various keyboard “instruments”, the

tuning of which reflects symbols or images in the work itself. In the second song, with its post-

war resurrection of the ghostly ‘Leiermann’ of Schubert’s Winterreise, the viola provides a

drone while the keyboard plays melodies in a scale corresponding to partials 16-32 of an

overtone series on A. I think the composer appreciated the irony that a set of samples so

precisely tuned nonetheless sounds for all the world like a clapped-out, out-of-tune, hybrid

wind instrument/accordion. In song four the pure, triadic 5-limit tuning has a brilliance that

matches the “cloudless blue skies” of the text. In the last song the septimal tuning of the

Aeolian mode, with the narrow minor third 7/6, seemed to fit with the melancholy of the

closing images (“nameless stations”, “the rain pours down”).



In contrast, the quasi-bardic Natural Science and the little Sol-Fa Canon in honour of Aldo

Clementi both revivify meantone temperament, an old tuning that is used now in new ways,

and differently in either piece. In the Canon we hear quarter-comma meantone “straight”; in

Natural Science, enharmonic differences implicit in the tuning (say between Fx and G, which

here are not the same pitch) are emphasised to create unusual microtonal melodic lines that

are very difficult to play accurately but sound fantastic once mastered.

Just intonation is the basis of BLANK and of Generic Composition #8. But any idea that pure

tuning gives rise to a sort of flaccid blandness (an attitude not uncommon in some European

new music circles) is dispelled by the raucous sound-worlds of these interpretations. BLANK

has its point of departure in a tuning oddity, the small interval (the “syntonic comma”)

between the small whole tone and the large one. If played simultaneously – quite the

opposite intention than the use of these intervals in historical tuning practice – this interval

creates one hell of a beating, especially if listened to at high volume (when all manner of

difference tones, low-pitched psychoacoustic phenomena, also become audible). In Generic

Composition #8 the electric guitar has a scordatura corresponding to different partials of a

single harmonic series.

If the Trio’s interpretation of BLANK has a rough edge close to certain kinds of folk or

traditional music performance, Scott McLaughlin’s version of Generic Composition #8 takes

us toward the sonorities of heavy rock and metal guitar. Both these pieces, as with so much

of this composer’s output, could be done rather differently. It has been a delight to work with

Christopher on this recording and to benefit from his open-mindedness: few composers make

performers feel quite so empowered to approach matters of style and intonation in a creative

manner. And it has been a joy to engage with the elegance of his conceptions, these

deliciously odd musical lines and textures that make you listen in such new ways.

Bob Gilmore

October 2011



The music – notes by the composer

für Johannes Kepler sets a text by the great astronomer Johannes Kepler (1571-1630), from

the end of his book Astronomicus et Metaphysicus, the fifth volume of his Harmonices Mundi

(first published in 1619). Astronomicus et Metaphysicus is subtitled ‘de harmoniis

absolutissimis motuum coelestium, ortuque eccentricitatum ex proportionibus harmonicis’ and

it deals with the relationship between the planets of the solar system. By measuring the

orbital ellipses of the planets Kepler was able to calculate the difference between these

heavenly paths and propose a harmonic ratio for each planet (Saturn is a major third, Mars

a perfect fifth, and so on). In fact Kepler’s planetary ratios are a simplification of his findings

and in für Johannes Kepler I have returned to the rather more complex ratios found in his

original observations to produce the rich microtonal universe of this music. The singer’s text is

a hymn of praise to the maker of these celestial harmonies:

Magnus Dominus noster, et magna virtus eius et Sapientia eius non est

numerus: laudate eum coeli, laudate eum Sol, Luna et Planetae, quocunque

sensu ad perpercipiendum, quacunque lingua ad eloquendum Creatorum

vestrum utamini: Laudate eum Harmoniae coelestes, laudate eum vos

Harmoniarum detectarum arbitri.

für Johannes Kepler was written for Trio Scordatura and premiered by them in the Transit

Festival, Leuven on 25th October 2008. It is dedicated to the memory of Karlheinz

Stockhausen.

BLANK is based around a single melodic line, moving at different speeds in three separate

layers, progressively unfolding to the point where its unitary identity begins to disintegrate. A

central feature of the temperament of the music is the use of Pythagorean intonation and, in

the particular, the use of both the 8:9 and 9:10 major seconds. I discovered this sort of

anarchic harmony through the work of James Tenney, to whom BLANK is dedicated. BLANK

was written for Anton Lukoszevieze and Apartment House between January and May 2002

and lasts a little over 11 minutes.



Trümmermusik (A Berlin Diary 1947) is a sequence of six movements for mezzo soprano and

hurdy-gurdy, lasting about 13 minutes, and was written between February and May 1993

for Sara Stowe (soprano) and Matthew Spring (hurdy-gurdy), who gave the first performance

in Bradford Cathedral on 30th June 1993 as part of the Bradford Festival.

The texts of Trümmermusik are by the composer and draw together eye-witness accounts of

life in post-war Germany. The diary structure is based on Max Frisch's Tagebuch 1946-

1949; I was particularly struck by Frisch's record of a visit to Berlin in November 1947 and

by the way his account of the creative exhilaration he felt in the politically charged climate of

devastated Berlin matched my own experiences when I had lived in the reconstructed city 40

years later as a guest of the DAAD Berliner Künstlerprogramm.

Some of Frisch's images have made their way into my text, mixed with the observations and

memories of Hans Magnus Enzensberger (from 'Europe in Ruins' in Granta 33), my mother

Barbara Fox, Martha Gellhorn (from The Face of War), my aunt Maria Wellershof, Helge

Wiebke and the evidence of photographs of the time, particularly those in the

Gedächtniskirche, Berlin and the Ludwig Collection, Köln.

In 2010 Trio Scordatura devised a wonderful new version of the instrumentation, extending

the tonal and timbral resources of the music in ways which I certainly had not imagined in

1993 but which seem entirely in keeping with the spirit of what I was trying to create.

1. First light in Lichterfelde. A cold, grey dawn. Light catching water

between the pine trees. Smoke. A ghostly landscape of ruins. The bridges

severed and broken-backed. Mountains of bricks. In the distance jumbled

wreckage, rusting metal and shattered concrete. Then a red as bright as

blood: flags livid against the leaden dull sky. Red is the colour of danger, of

anti-fascist democracy, occupation?



2. Kurfürstendamm. People line the streets, trading for cigarettes. A

woman passes, pushing a broken pram. In it she has flowers, daffodils and

tulips. She tells us she walks miles each day to get them. We pay her with

cigarettes; she’ll exchange them to feed her family. Further down the road

there are women working, moving to and fro like ants whose nest is

destroyed, in and out of the ruins, bricks passed hand to hand. It’s not these

women who are to blame for this devastation; they sit in prison, comfortably

detained, well fed, safer than most, or in government departments.

3. In the U-Bahn. People clutch their possessions. Children squat down

among boxes and bundles. Their faces without expression, indifferent, grey

with dust. We sit, crammed tight together, thinking of present and future, the

past lost. Berlin on the fault-line of history. From Spandau to Kreuzberg.

4. The weather is wonderful, November bright. Each day is a fresh

exhilaration. In this city each breath has a quality like nowhere else. I’m a

fish out of water, feeding on a mixture of air and excitement. I walk all day,

my feet on fire, my head alive, burning with ideas like a torch in the wind.

Bahnhof Zoo to Tiergarten: a wilderness dotted with disfigured statues, faces

ripped open by high explosive, vegetables growing at their feet, every tree

cut down for firewood. We sit and picnic on a fallen archduke lying amidst

a tangle of rampant weeds, no inscription left on the fragments of shattered

stone where he stood. I walk further, towards the Red Army memorial.

Twenty million dead, not a family left unscathed; an army driven westward

for three thousand miles in a chaos of men and materiel.

‘So verging meine Zeit.’



Page after page of impressions, a fantastic sea of contradictions. Day and

might I am flooded with images. I feel I must capture every physical detail,

record the texture of experience. A furious compulsion, a remorseless energy

drives me on.

‘So verging meine Zeit.’

Grunewald, Krumme Lanke, Schlachtensee, Wannsee. In this landscape of

trees and water I work with an intensity I hardly recognise as my own. What

is it? The cloudless blue skies, the atmosphere of uncertainty, the air, the

open spaces? I am aware that I see with the eyes of an outsider in this city

of collective amnesia, of self-deluding abstractions,. This is a space between

the certainties of political order, waiting for a new life to grow from under

the rubble of destruction, of history. We long for a time of recollection, of

understanding.

‘Eia, wär’n wir da!’

5. To the Brandenburger Tor. The city surrounds us in piles of shattered

stone, chaotic fragments. We stumble in darkness, no light but the stars

above, the streets devoid of features, each building a ravaged legacy of

warfare. In the daily papers we read stories of criminal atrocities. A torso is

found in the cellar of a ruined building. Every morning rumours, censored

half-truths, tales of profiteering, and the blame always falls on the other side.

We walk along streets lined with neatly stacked bricks, where the women

keep mournful guard over houses, rat-infested, the walls pocked with

shrapnel scars. These people are defiant, absorbed in making good again;

lives lived within narrow horizons, obsessed with hysterical reconstruction.

Theatres, concerts, cinemas full.



6. Night train to Helmstedt. We stop in the dark. Nameless station, the

platforms packed with people on the move. The rain pours down. Soviet

zone.

Generic Composition #8 is one of nine Generic Compositions which form part of the

ensemble installation Everything You Need To Know. The Generic Compositions may be

performed as solos, in combination with one another, in combination with some or all of

Catalogue Irraisoné, or as part of a complete presentation of Everything You Need To Know.

Each of the eight Generic Compositions isolates an aspect of instrumental behaviour for

especial compositional attention; in Generic Composition #8 it’s the changing interaction

between sustained stopped and open strings in just intonation.

Generic Composition #8 may be played on any string instrument on which the sound of

between one and four strings can be sustained simultaneously; the four strings are tuned to

any four harmonic partials of a single fundamental and the positions at which the string is to

be stopped should also be derived from the harmonic series, but should share only one of the

same partials as those used for tuning the strings. What interests me in these Generic

Compositions is the extent to which instruments seem to write their own music when

composers (players too?) let them.

Everything You Need To Know was written for the Ives Ensemble who premiered the then

complete work in the Netherlands in May 2001. Generic Composition #8 was written later

the same year for Anton Lukoszevieze and the Bach-Bogen which he had just started to use

and premiered by him at Transart in Ancona on September 22nd, 2001.



Natural Science was commissioned by the Soundwaves Festival, Brighton and was

premiered on 17th July 2010 by Darragh Morgan, although the initial impetus for the work

came from a conversation with Bob Gilmore about this CD. The work is dedicated to the

artistic director of the Soundwaves Festival, Claudia Molitor, and to Ian Duhig, who provided

the wonderful words.

‘Beggar's Song (from Alarcón)’

Alms, please, be kind;

there is no sadder thing

than to be blind

in an Ulster spring.

(from Pandorama, Picador, 2010)

‘Instants’ (1)

Catching the moonshine

the signature of a snail;

a streak of lightning.

(from Nominies, Bloodaxe Books, 1998)

‘Whistling Or Just After...

...the Welsh’

That dandy blackbird Death

all week wears Sunday best,

its eyes two golden rings:

sunrise and sunset.

(from Pandorama, Picador, 2010))



‘A crippling jealousy’

Giovanni Andrea, Bolognese doctor

famous far beyond that great city's walls,

wished proof of his wife's illicit affair

so pierced her sponges and cut off his balls.

(from The Bradford Count, Bloodaxe Books, 1991)

‘Canon’

Barrel.

Shot fish.

(from The Lammas Hireling, Picador, 2003)

‘Whistling Or Just After...

...the Irish’

If you knew, as I do,

that blackbird's true story,

hard tears would blind you

to the High King of Glory.

(from Pandorama, Picador, 2010)

‘DE SENECTUTE’

although I'm now senile

at least I'm not senile.

(from The Speed of Dark, Picador, 2007)



Sol-Fa Canon for Aldo Clementi: I first encountered the unostentatious, but always startlingly

precise, music of Aldo Clementi in the 1985 Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival. This

tiny canon was written in celebration of his 85th birthday. It translates the syllables of his

name into sol-fa, the syllabic lengths of his name into durations (with double values for his

family name) and is played here in mean-tone.

© 2011 Christopher Fox

Recorded at Rookery Hill Studios, Surrey on 12-14 July, 2011 except Generic Composition #8 recorded at the
Department of Music studio, The University of Huddersfield, on 6 September 2011
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The musicians

Since its inception in spring 2006, Amsterdam-based Trio Scordatura has presented

exploratory music by a range of contemporary composers and sound artists that looks

toward new tuning systems and microtonality as a way of expanding the harmonic

vocabulary of music. The basic soundworld of female voice, viola and MIDI keyboard is

expanded by other sonorities depending on musical context. Their concerts feature “classics”

from the worlds of microtonal and spectral music together with new commissions, sometimes

crossing over into work in multimedia, involving text, video, dance, and light.

Trio Scordatura grew initially from a project to perform the works for intoning voice, Adapted

Viola and Chromelodeon by the American iconoclast Harry Partch. The ensemble uses an

exact copy of Partch's Adapted Viola authorised by the Harry Partch Foundation, and have

recently supported the building of a copy of Partch’s Kithara I. Trio Scordatura has formed

close working relationships with a number of leading contemporary composers, including

Phill Niblock, the late Horatiu Radulescu, François-Bernard Mâche, Peter Adriaansz,

Christopher Fox, Anne La Berge and Marc Sabat, and a range of young composers, with

several of whom they have ongoing collaborations. One such is Scott Mc Laughlin, who in

2011 also became Trio Scordatura's regular sound technician.

The Trio has performed at the Sonorities Festival in Belfast, the KlankKleur Festival in

Amsterdam, Musica Sacra Maastricht, Roulette in New York, the Logos Foundation in Ghent,

the Transit Festival in Leuven, Dag in De Branding in Den Haag, the Ergodos Festival in

Dublin, Microfest in Los Angeles, and gives regular performances at the Karnatic Lab series

in Amsterdam. In 2009, in collaboration with Dublin's Ergodos, Trio Scordatura began an

ambitious concert and CD project commissioning a number of young Irish composers to write

new works - the first CD from this collaboration, dubh, was released by Ergodos Records in

Dublin in July 2010. The Trio's recordings of music by Phill Niblock are forthcoming on a

new DVD from Mode Records in New York. Future plans include the premieres of two works

specially written for the Trio: Amor Medicabilis Nullis Herbis II by Horatiu Radulescu, and a

specially commissioned video opera by Anton Lukoszevieze.



trio scordatura

scott mc laughlin



Scott Mc Laughlin is a composer and improviser (cello, live electronics) based in

Huddersfield, UK. Born in Ireland (Co. Clare) in 1975, he wanted to be a scientist. Instead,

he spent his early 20s playing guitar in reverb-drenched/feedback-soaked indie bands, then

changed direction to study music at the University of Ulster at Jordanstown, completing a

BMus degree in 2001. Somewhere between that and completing his PhD at the University of

Huddersfield in 2009, he reconnected with science via music, with the help of supervisors

Pierre Alexandre Tremblay, Bryn Harrison, James Saunders, and Christopher Fox. Currently

he teaches at CeReNeM (University of Huddersfield), and University of Leeds, and still enjoys

reverb-drenched feedback.

His music is concerned with relationships between minimal processes of transformation and

proliferation: ideas of recursion, hysteresis, difference, cluster-microtonality,

chaos/complexity theory, and interactivity. Recent performances have been given by

Sebastian Berweck, Jonathan Sage, Metapraxis Ensemble, Crash Ensemble, and Trio

Scordatura.

Christopher Fox (b.1955) is a musician who sometimes writes about music too. He has

established a reputation as perhaps the most interesting British composer of his generation,

creating music which draws on elements of the experimental, spectral and minimalist

traditions. Innately independent, he has chosen to conduct his compositional career at a

tangent to the mainstream music industry, basing it instead around close collaborations with

a number of performers, most notably the clarinettist Roger Heaton, the Ives Ensemble,

Apartment House and their director Anton Lukoszevieze, and, most recently, EXAUDI, who

premiered his 70 minute long vocal work comme ses paroles at the 2008 Huddersfield

Contemporary Music Festival. He lives in London with his wife Susan and various of their

children and is Professor in Music at Brunel University.



christopher fox



more music by christopher fox from metier records:

More Light - music for piano solo

performed by Ian Pace

metier msvcd 92022

a composer ... well able to realise his ideas in an aurally

satisfying way. Pace plays with clarity and fervour throughout.” -

Paul Driver (The Sunday Times) “10 RECORDS FOR CHRISTMAS

1998”

You,Us,Me – music for piano and voice

performed by Amanda Crawley and Ian Pace

metier msvcd92031

“Ian Pace is convincing in all idioms here, while Amanda Crawley

conveys the nonsense most entertainingly... a thoroughly

entertaining presentation of the work of this quirky and inventive

British composer.” - Andy Hamilton (Classic CD)

Inner – music for ’cello solo

performed by Anton Lukoszevieze

metier msvcd92059

“Inner tells you everything you need to know about the uncharted

possibilities of acoustic composition. [Fox] has found a

consummate narrative.” - Philip Clark (The Wire)



Straight lines in broken times – music for chamber

ensemble performed by the Ives Ensemble

metier msvcd92081

the title piece (one of four with this name) spins itself out of a

continuous stream of notes... all quintessential fox expertly

performed

Clarinet Quintet coupled with the Clarinet and String Quartet

by Morton Feldman performed by Roger Heaton with Mieko

Kanno, Davide Rossi, Bridget Carey & Sophie Harris

metier msvcd92082

“This inspiringly abstract disc juxtaposes two items for clarinet and

string quartet, both of which are essentially reflections on the

medium, the sonority itself. Heaton plays beautifully, as does the

quartet.” – Paul Driver (The Sunday Times)

catalogue irraisoné – a work for voices

performed by Exaudi

metier msvcd92103

“Enchantingly expressive… overall this is a highly engaging and

fascinating work, which has enormous appeal. The performance

by Exaudi is exemplary and standards of production are equally

high. Not to be missed.” – Carla Rees (MusicWeb)



and...

the Oboe Quintet is on ‘Greatest Hits of All Time’ (metier msv28513)

performed by Christopher Redgate (oboe) and the Kreutzer Quartet

and...

Generic Composition #7 is on ‘Contours (metier msvcd92074)

performed by Kate Romano (clarinet)
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